NetWorks! Boise Valley

MEMBER GUIDEBOOK

Getting the most out of your NetWorks! Boise Valley investment …
Welcome to NetWorks! Boise Valley! This document has been designed to assist you with getting the most out of your investment with the group and please make no mistake; your membership should be an investment and not an expense. Investments provide a return in excess of monies and time spent whereas expenses do not. Our goal, your goal, is to maximize your return on that investment!

We will talk about a lot of things in this guidebook. Please be assured that I am here to assist you in any way that I can. Your success is my success!

Thank you!

Craig M. Jamieson, Managing Member
Adaptive Business Services
208.340.9546
craig@adaptive-business.com


Group History

It may be beneficial to provide you with a little background on how this group began. I have been an active member of a networking group continuously since 1993. The first group that I attended was one that I started that year. That group is, in fact, still running today and may be the oldest group in the Treasure Valley. At that time, I was a partner in an electric sign company. Our group rules stated that membership rights resided with whoever paid the dues (member or company). I left my partnership, my former company paid the dues for my membership, they wanted to continue membership with the group and, despite my being the group founder … I was out of the group and by my own hand. Such is life.

Still, I had seen great results from that group and knew that networking worked! When the Edwards Cinemas opened their first complex in Boise, I received an introduction to the developer as a direct result of my group membership. The initial sale was $350,000 and was followed by at least that amount in subsequent business from that same developer alone. Pays for a lot of dues!

Over the next several years I was a member of a variety of local groups. Some were o.k. while others were mediocre at best. Regardless, I always managed to make each group pay me more in terms of commissions than I invested in group dues and time spent. Always!

For several years I had had a vision in my mind of what would constitute a truly quality group beyond that of any group that I had been exposed to. In the spring of 2007 I got serious about this and began to research and document the framework for what is now NetWorks! Boise Valley. We launched October 2007. There were several key elements that needed to be put in place.

- This would be a weekly group and would include lunch or breakfast. I had tried groups that met every other week or monthly and they did not work.

- I needed some very serious networkers to be members.

- My philosophy is that B2B companies and B2C companies typically don’t mesh well in this environment due to the fact that they have different target markets. There are exceptions to this rule but, they are few. We would be B2B focused.

- I wanted to incorporate technology tools and specifically a way to track and modify shared leads that all members would have access to. Basically, a leads database. A few years earlier this might not have been possible but, with cloud computing applications now emerging, the technology was available.
• I wanted members to be responsible for one thing only and that was to show up weekly, participate, and then enjoy the benefits.

It soon became clear that, while my original goal was to just develop a group that I could belong to, in order to make everything work correctly I would need to run the group as a business and that is exactly what this group is.

As a business, I take the success of our members, their companies, and the group extremely seriously. Your continued success is my paycheck. The services that we provide have evolved as well. Ask any long-term member about how we look today vs. how we looked back then and he or she will tell you that we are quite the different animal.

I am committed to your success and am available at any time as a resource for our members. While most know me as the person who facilitates and runs the groups, my background is in B2B sales and management dating back to 1977 and during that time I have held the following positions …

• Account Executive
• Sales Manager (multiple companies)
• District Manager
• NW Division Sales Manager
• National Sales Manager
• Partner
• Sole Proprietor (Sales Training and Consulting)
• Adjunct Faculty BSU (Sales)

Sales Results LLC is the legal entity behind NetWorks! Boise Valley. I also train and consult in selling and social selling/business applications and I am a Solution Partner for Nimble Social CRM. My business now runs under the DBA Adaptive Business Services.
Conduct

Just as you no doubt have expectations of us, we have expectations of you. These expectations are designed to ensure your success as well as the success of your group as a whole. Please refer to the Membership Application (included in this document) for more details. Also please remember that your actions in and out of the group will be viewed by your fellow members as behavior that they would likely expect should they refer you to one of their valued clients. This will be the difference between getting those referrals and not getting those referrals. This should be a win-win. Clients love folks who connect them to valuable resources!

- **Conduct yourself in a professional manner at all times.**

- **Arrive on time.** We do whatever we can to start meetings promptly at 11:45 AM and end them promptly at 12:45 PM. Consistently arriving late is a sign of disrespect for the needs of the group and has a negative effect on our ability to grow the group. If you can’t arrive on time, I will assume that you will be late to any meeting including ones with any of my clients that I might refer you to. I may even invite you to leave.

- **Attend a minimum of 75% of the meetings.** We do allow you to designate an alternate from your company to attend in your place should you be unable to. Your alternate will be expected to abide by all group rules and ensuring that is your responsibility.

- **Contribute a minimum of 2 good leads, referrals, or introductions weekly.** Leads must be written down on the form provided (copy in this document) and left with the group facilitator at the end of each meeting. Email leads when you can’t attend.

- **Respect member and group anonymity.** We are often sharing confidential information regarding a company or a project. As such, you will never use a member name without their express permission or even disclose that the source of your information came from a networking group.

- **Do not share this information with others!** These leads are for you and you alone! You may share them with other members of your company but, please be sure to let those people know not to share this information with people outside of your company. You will not share this information with any other individuals and particularly with any other networking group. We also take a very dim view of you bringing leads to our group that you obtained from another networking group. If you bring leads from another group, I have no reason to assume anything other than that you are very likely sharing our leads with other groups. Doing so is a cause for immediate membership termination.
• **Please pay your dues on time.** I get paid once every quarter and this group is one of the ways that I pay my bills. Dues are paid in advance of each quarter (**presently $348 per quarter**) and are payable by cash or check only. Invoices are sent out 30 days in advance of each new quarter. Your assistance in ensuring prompt payment is greatly appreciated!

• **If you cannot make a meeting at which you are expected …** please alert me at least 30 minutes in advance.

    **Your Dues Include …**

• The weekly meeting and your meal. We meet 48 times annually (12 weeks per quarter)

• All of the services that you might be asked to volunteer for in a member-run group such as serving as an officer. You will not be asked to serve any post.

• Featured places for you and your company on our website as well as a member binder.

• Access to the group’s CRM and unlisted LinkedIn Group.

• The weekly lead report via email which includes .pdf and .xls versions of the report.

• Opportunities to promote your business to the group.

• We allow only one member per industry classification per group. This is your exclusive territory and you have full veto power over any potential new member who you may see as a conflict with your business. As we are locking down this slot for you, you must attend and contribute to continue to enjoy this status!

• You receive a **25% discount** on all of my hourly services (values below reflect this discount)

• **One free 60-minute** group webinar **quarterly** – valued at $97.50 – open to you and to your company.

• **Two free hours** of virtual one on one coaching **annually** – valued at $187.50

• **One free** TriMetrix DNA Behavior and Motivator Assessment with a one-hour virtual debriefing – valued at $307.50

• **One free** virtual LinkedIn profile review and tune-up - valued at $72.75
• **One 60-minute company** virtual workshop (and/or invite your clients!) **free annually.** Valued at $93.75.

• From time to time we also may offer activities that are either wholly or partially funded by your standard dues. It is important to note that these activities **are not** a guaranteed benefit of your dues.

Approx. ½ of your weekly dues are dedicated to your meal and to operating expenses and the balance to the group operator in compensation for services rendered. 100% of your dues should be tax deductible (please consult your accountant). In fact, for most members this means that membership cost after lunch may be $12.00 per week or less. That $12.00 investment can easily return $1,000’s in revenue or even in commissions. I have personally sold well over $1,000,000 in products as a result of networking group relationships!

**Our 90 Day Money Back Guarantee**

During the first 90 days only, and providing that a new member is willing to follow certain guidelines (see the membership application in this guidebook's appendix) that are designed to maximize their success, we offer a full money back guarantee of that member’s first quarter dues.

If you come to me at the end of those 90 days and, **having followed the guidelines**, and you tell me “Craig, this just did not work out for me the way that I had hoped” … I will write you a check for the full amount of your paid dues for that first quarter and I will wish you well. If you follow the guidelines, I have no doubt that this conversation will never be held. If you choose to not follow the guidelines … that becomes your problem and not mine.
The Action Plan to Ensure Your Success

- Attend as many meetings as possible. By attending meetings, the other members get to know you, your company, and your services. This is how relationships are created and referrals are secured. If you can't attend, please send your alternate!

- Work on your intro. Mix it up. Share a company success story or share a success story from a lead or referral that you received. Focus on one aspect of your services. Tell a short story.

- Make every effort to provide good general leads as well as referrals and introductions (more on this later). Givers do get. Email leads to Craig when you can’t make a meeting.

- Thank members privately and in the group meeting for referrals and introductions that they have given you and for any leads that you may have had success with. Success breeds success and when you publicly thank another member, they are going to want to refer you again!

- When you do get a referral, be sure to advise the referring member of your progress and results.

- Before following up with a lead obtained from the meeting, call the member who gave the lead and ask him what else he or she may know about it. This might also lead to a personal introduction or referral! Our goal is to turn cold calls into warm calls!

- Take every advantage to speak in front of the group. If speaking in front of groups is not comfortable for you, take every advantage that you get and then steal opportunities to do so from other members 😊 This is your “Toastmasters” and our meetings are a great chance to practice in front of a friendly group and in a controlled atmosphere.

- Consider introducing other members to your services with a free offer.

- Consider contributing guest articles on the website. These are also shared through social media.

- Invite potential members to visit the group. This must be run by Craig first so that he can ensure that they would not be a conflict with an existing member and to qualify them as to their interest and ability to join. We do pay for their lunch on their one visit. Should they become a formal member, you will receive a $50 REWARD!
• Get to know your fellow members! Study their profiles. Understand where their opportunities come from. Meet with other members off-site for coffee, lunch or breakfast, or a tasty adult beverage. This is how relationships are formed!

• Are you linked to other members on LinkedIn? Are you active in our private LinkedIn group? All conversations in the LinkedIn group are private and visible by our group members only!

• Work the CRM. It is an invaluable resource!

• Don’t be afraid to work general leads. Part of the group’s function is to turn “cold calls” into “warm calls”. There are opportunities there for “hunters”!

• Make your specific needs known to your other members! This might include... “Does anybody know or have a connection to …?” LinkedIn connections help with this.

• Take advantage of the group’s other services
What Constitutes A Good Lead?

The best leads are typically those that are not widely known but that you know at least a little something about. Ultimately, gathering suitable leads becomes a mindset and it works best when you write them down as you encounter them. Use your eyes, your ears, and your pen and paper or voice recorder. The absolute best leads include …

- They are written down on the form and are done so legibly
- They provide as much info as possible
- There is a contact name, a phone number, and maybe an email address
- Anybody should be able to look at the lead and immediately know the gist of what the lead is about.

- They are turned in at the meeting so that they can be updated to the CRM!

General leads where you have no personal first-hand knowledge can also be very valuable and be so for multiple members. Say you just heard that a company will be relocating and you have nothing more than that. Share that with the group! Other members will take the initiative to track that down and see if there may be an opportunity for them or for others. They should also share this updated info with the group so that this new info can be added to the CRM. **Do not “overthink” who this lead might be good for. The members will sort that out!**

**Examples of General Leads**

- Company looking for new space
- Company relocating
- Company coming to town
- Company expanding or contracting
- Construction sites. Dirt being moved or other activities
Referrals and Introductions

“I gave your name to somebody and they may be calling you” is not a referral! “I talked to Fred over at ABC Company and told him about you and he would like to speak with you and is expecting your call. Fred can be reached at 555-5555 and his email address is fred@abccompany.com. Be sure to mention my name when you call him” is a good referral!

Introductions and referrals can also be done digitally via email. Simply send an email to both parties making that introduction. Of course, making a phone call or walking your fellow member over and introducing them directly is a fantastic move!

On-Line Tools and Resources

Resources Page

Located on the main menu bar of the NetWorks! Boise website (below the blue header), this page has links to valuable resources for finding and researching leads, some great free tools, and is also where you can download: a menu, a leads form, or a membership application.

Member Profiles

Member profiles are located on our main page. If a member has a link at the end of their profile identified as "(enhanced profile)", this will take you to a more complete profile of that member.

Are you interested in learning more about social media, social networking, or how to be more successful at either?

I have written extensively on these topics and others. Sign up at www.adaptive-business.com and look at the right side bar where you can opt-in to get new articles automatically delivered to you via email.
We have chosen to use a product called Zoho to store and track our shared leads. As a new member, you are walking into a complete database of EVERY shared lead from the group since its inception. The login for the account is shared by all members of the group so, if you should start playing around (please speak to me before doing so), your changes will be seen by all members of the group.

With this system, all leads become dynamic. Lead info can be updated, edited, or appended by any member. Our system is tied to the date and time that a record is last modified so whenever a modification takes place, that record is thrown back up to the “top of the pile”. Records may be sorted by a variety of parameters including “date last modified”.

Go to site: Go to our main site at [www.networksboise.com](http://www.networksboise.com). On any page at the top (below the NetWorks! header) is the black menu bar. Click on the "Resources" tab and you will find a link to the CRM on that page. Click on that option. If you do not have the username and password, please reach out to me.

Please note a couple of things. You call up all leads lists simply by clicking the orange tab up top marked “Leads”. In the upper left side of this image, please note that the view is listed as “Leads Listing”. This is a custom view I created to show you what you likely most want to see. If it is not the default view, it is selected from the drop-down menu. You can also then click on any column header, say “Company” for example, to sort that column alphabetically. In case you are wondering, the “Last Name” field is a required field and I am using that to provide a short description of the lead. You can click on that field, shown in blue, to go to that lead’s full record.
The same type of list can be generated in the “Reports” section. As shown below, select “Reports” from the orange tab and then select “Lead Recap”. The difference here is that, if you wish, you can generate a pdf of the report for your use later and off line. We can also customize and filter reports. For example, show me only leads that have been either created or updated within “X” time period.

You can also search records on a variety of criteria. Go to “Leads” and then select your search criteria from the drop-down box and enter all or part of the name that you are searching for.

There is also a “How-To” video on the CRM on the “Resources” page. Please note that some screens may have changed as the software packages have been updated.

You can also call me at any time with questions or to arrange a time when I can walk you through these. This can be done on-line with you at your computer watching me on my computer.
Appendix
NetWorks! Boise Valley Membership Application
Checks payable to: Sales Results LLC – 10331 Summerwind Drive. Boise ID 83704
Craig M. Jamieson – 208.340.9546 – craig@adaptive-business.com

Applicant Name: ____________________ Title: ____________________

Applicant Company: ____________________ Years employed by this company: ___

Industry/ Products or Services:
____________________________________________________________________

Company Address: ____________________ City/State/Zip: ____________________

Years Company Has Been in Business: _________ Number of Employees: _________

Office Phone: ___________ Cell Phone: ___________ Email Address: ______________

Please describe your responsibilities and target market:
____________________________________________________________________

Please give us a brief overview of your last 10 years employment history:
____________________________________________________________________

Please describe how you feel you will best contribute to the group:
____________________________________________________________________

Should I be extended an offer of membership, as conditions for continued membership, I agree to the following and also recognize that failure to adhere to these conditions will result in my being asked to resign my membership in the group:

1. I (or my designated alternate) will attend a minimum of 75% of all group meetings.

2. I will arrive at meetings on time. Habitual lateness will result in my being asked to resign.

3. I will provide at least 2 quality leads, updates, or referrals at each meeting with a completed group “leads form”.

4. I will use my best efforts to maximizing results for all members of the group.
5. I will respect member and lead source anonymity as the standard, not the exception, regarding any information obtained as a result of being a member of the group.

6. Members will not actively solicit business from other members without an express invitation from that member. We do encourage members to allow other members the opportunity to earn their business much as any other company would need to do.

7. I will never share information received as a result of this group with any other leads organization or individual.

8. I will not allow any other individuals access to the group’s CRM database.

9. Failure of either me or my company in conducting itself in a professional manner will result in termination of my membership.

10. I agree to represent only **one company** and **only one industry classification** at the group and understand that a change in employment may result in a termination of my membership. First right of membership will typically fall to the party paying for dues if there is a conflict.

11. Dues are payable prior to the beginning of a new quarter. Failure to remit on time, without prior authorization, will result in my immediate termination from the group. Current dues are $1,392 annually ($348 per quarter) for Networks! Boise and are payable in advance on a quarterly schedule.

12. If membership is terminated by either party, the member will be entitled to a refund of unused dues for the remaining whole months only that they have paid in advance.

**Our 90-Day Money-Back Guarantee * **

We are so convinced that NetWorks! Boise Valley will exceed your expectations that we are happy to extend this money-back guarantee to all new members who complete their first quarter with us. There are conditions and these conditions are in place to ensure your success.

1. **You** must attend (you personally, not an alternate) a minimum of 9 out of the 12 meetings in the quarter and you must fully complete the 90-day quarter. You also agree to do a presentation to your group sometime during the first 6 weeks of membership.
2. You must contribute a minimum of two written leads per week including those weeks that you may be unable to attend.
3. You agree to meet with 6 members off-site to get to know each other better during this 90-day period.
4. You agree to provide the group operator with a full-profile on you suitable for our website within 10 days of start date.
5. You agree to spend one hour with Craig on-line reviewing our tools and resources within 10 days of start date.

6. You have met any and all of the other requirements for membership as are found on your membership agreement.

*Having met all of the above terms and conditions, at the end of your first 90 days of membership, if you do not feel that we have more than provided you with adequate value for your dues, just say “I would like my money back please” and we will write you a check to you or your company (whoever paid the dues) for the full dues amount paid and terminate your membership with our thanks! This request must be made in writing within 5 working days from the last meeting of your first 90-day quarter. While an explanation would be appreciated, it is not required. Partial refunds will not be given for any reason as a part of this money-back guarantee.

_________________________  ___________________  __/__/___
Signature                        Printed Name                  Date
Share A Success Story!

Company Name: ___________________ Contact Name: ___________________ Title: ____________

Phone: ___________________ Phone2: ___________________ Email: ___________________

Web: ___________________ Alternate Contacts: ___________________ Referral for: ____________

Use name? Yes or No  Current Address: ___________________ New Address: ___________________

What can you tell us about the nature of this lead? :

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Company Name: ___________________ Contact Name: ___________________ Title: ____________

Phone: ___________________ Phone2: ___________________ Email: ___________________

Web: ___________________ Alternate Contacts: ___________________ Referral for: ____________

Use name? Yes or No  Current Address: ___________________ New Address: ___________________

What can you tell us about the nature of this lead? :

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________